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Beat street movie soundtrack

We all know movie magic isn't just on screen - it's also in your ears. We're not just talking about exciting surround sound technology like Dolby Atmos or DTS:X. We're talking about music itself. Soon after you leave the theater and floss popcorn out of your teeth, the best movie soundtracks stick in your
head. Sometimes you buzz alongside them with family and friends - the incredible first line of Star Wars is a perfect example (you know it right now, don't you). Other times, you don't even know how holistic they really are (the hollow stiffness of Interstellar, for example). But they are always there, visibly
expressing their emotions. To celebrate these cinematic musical masterpieces, we've compiled a list of our favorite movie soundtracks, separated by scores and soundtrack collections, in no particular order. Whether you're a lover of specially composed epics that promote the plot points of your favorite
movies, or a fan of a perfectly assembled playlist that paints the overall tone of the film, you'll find something to love below. Perhaps the most iconic moviegoer ever written, John Williams's epic themes for Star Wars movies are not only instantly recognizable around the world, but they have also created a
renaissance film, returning grand scores from previous days of cinema. To create a Star Wars backdrop, the legendary composer drew heavily from space classic compositions such as Gustav Holst's Planet series, using a variety of layers of strings and horns sewn with unforgettable melodies to capture
the emotions of a space opera set long ago in a galaxy far, far away. As for Williams, get used to hearing about him, as the composer's iconic name is heavily repeated throughout this list. Watch his Massive Choirs, Huge Drums and Epic Brass Ensembles join the soft and bouncy wooden winds and
strings in composer Howard Shore's soundtrack to the Lord of the Rings trilogy. It's a diverse range of sounds that showcases a wide universe of creatures and magic, using techniques such as the odd signature of time and Celtic violin melodies to generate a sense of tension and release that fit well into
the epic three-part storyline. See this John Williams uses various percussion instruments and dissonant melodic structures to bring a sense of adventure to the music franchise of Indiana Jones. It also draws on concepts such as simple repetitive melodies - in this case among the most demanding themes
of the film ever written - to help propel the story through each act. Watch this Slow, sparse and haunting, Hans Zimmer's interstelly measured score moves through your ears like a dust cloud in a vast void of space. Strings and organ float sluggishly throughout the cosmic epic directed by Christopher
Nolan, creating a musical backdrop that invites a deep introspective thought, and brilliantly draws eyes to beautiful shots on screen. Watch this Flickering Bells and slow-moving vocal backgrounds celebrate scores Jurassic Park, a series of works Once Williams called such funny ballets. To mix primary
and modern, the score includes plenty of percussion instruments and subtly mixed synths, thrown by ancient sounds against state-of-the-art tones (and, for you, musical nerds that epic apartment 7). See it There is a distinct shade of the old world in wart pipes and string tones composed by Nino Roth for
the Godfather score - a group of melancholy compositions with an eyes firmly planted on classical Italy. Beautiful accordion-driven waltzs match the jazz swing, with all the songs woven together by dark and somber orchestral music. Watch This Co-composers Hans Zimmer and James Newton Howard
have done well to avoid superhero tropes in their score for Christopher Nolan's dark Batman trilogy, going so far as to contain the introduction of the main theme almost to the end of the first film. Instead, the pair used a deep drum, synthesizer and brass tones, and helped create a Batman franchise that
felt more primary than anyone to it. Abstinence to almost the last moment makes the subject all the more dramatic when it finally arrives. See it There is a playful and mysterious nature to the sounds of the Back to the Future trilogy, with composer Alan Silvestri using a shimmering harp and percussion
tones for fun moments, as well as deep cues for rapidly evolving intensity. Like many others on this list, repetitive melodic themes play a huge role in ear drawing, with the main theme usually appearing in cloud brass and strings. And while the orchestral numbers are fantastic, we can't leave here Huey
Lewis pumping out some of his most catchy 80s hits for the original film. It's the power of love, people. Watch his Spirit of the Wizarding World perfectly captured by Hedwig-themed John Williams, a mysterious keyboard ballad that appears throughout the first Harry Potter film. Overall, Williams
demonstrates her intimate side on this score, with many fast-paced horn and string lines underlying longer, more melodic elements of music. See his Bold, Sinister Main Theme, created by John Williams for the Jaws franchise, is the work of a simple and elegant genius. Slowly crawling into his ears like
the sight of the most massive shark, the composer builds tension over time, eventually bursting into his head with sharp, jag-like tones. Watch his Slow, High-Precision String Vape, composed by Bernard Herman for the iconic soul scene in Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho, remains one of the most panic-
inducing sounds in the history of modern cinema. The rest of Herman's string soundtrack perfectly complements the black and white classic, creating a constant air of suspense throughout what remains one of cinema's best thrillers. See in it The essence of this fearless, creative prisoner of war film was
perfectly captured by composer Elmer Bernstein in his classic (and utterly whistling) theme Great escape. This is a softly flowing string string with fast-paced wooden winds, brass and shock signals. In fact, the soundtrack is so catchy that it was re-asked by fans in the English Premier League in the 1990s
as one of their massive, full-fledged stadiums. See his Score for E.T. Extra Terrestrial is largely reminiscent of John Williams' work on the original Star Wars trilogy. Though not quite as melodic as the Star Wars compositions, the musical landscape is driven by deep wooden tones, shimmering strings and
soft flutes — a group of sounds that helps humanize a strange alien on screen, and demonstrates his general emotion and fear of the dark side of humanity. Watch this Classic 80s synth tones and epic string arrangements transport the listener instantly to Ridley Scott's dark dystopia, with repetitive bell
tones calling through constant musical fog. While each song feels unique — from wait for me saxophone to Rachel's soft female vocals — there's a reverie-soaked mystery to everything on vangelis's soundtrack that helps elements of the film flow together. Watch his playful and poetic character both
protagonists in Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid reflect well on the musical accompaniment of Bert Bacharach, who uses classical tones such as piano from melody and melts them with more modern strings and horn arrangements. It's a score that sounds equal parts Broadway musical and country
classics. Watch his playful, tame mix of Appalachian folk songs by producer T Bone Burnett has been certified eight times platinum since the film's release — easily ranked among the most successful compilation soundtracks of all time. The songs are elegant interpretations of classics that feature
acoustic guitar, mandolin and various other folk instruments, and are often driven by beautiful vocal harmonies. Watch his Producers of this rom-com being centered around musical snobs, reportedly listening to more than 2,000 different songs to come up with 70 musical cues of the film - a work that led
to one of the most critically acclaimed indie music soundtracks ever collected. Previously obscure recordings such as The Beta Band's The Three E.P.' saw a massive rise in popularity after the film's release, and helped the film encapsulate the rock nerd's world in a way that feels (and sounds) utterly
authentic. Watch this director Martin Scorsese decided to choose only the music that could be heard at a time when each particular scene was set for his gangster classic Goodfellas. But while it was his only hard and fast rule overall, the director said his jazz choice was designed to coincide with the
emotions of the characters and events in each scene. Thus, music plays a key role in the film, with different vocal lines from jazz classics often intersecting with on-screen dialogue. Watch his Menacing Surfing Rock and Soul Music at Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction Center adds something to long, a
word in a movie, a movie, tensions are cathartic and cool throughout. Tarantino's choice also helped revive the then surf rock genre in the American and international consciousness, with musicians such as Dick Dale seeing a resurgence in popularity during the 1990s. Watch classic songs from bands
such as Led Zeppelin, Yes, and David Bowie help fully develop the Almost Famous time stamp, which focuses on the band that will come together during the 1970s. Contemplative musical choices also provide context for each character's thoughts and emotions, adding important depth to what you see
on screen. Watch it From the very first scene in the film, the dark electronic music of Kavinsky and the composer Cliff Martinez lays the groundwork for this dark contemporary drama, helping draw audiences into scenes with sparse dialogue and impressive visuals. Watch Spike Lee's classic urban
comedy/drama Do The Right Thing relies heavily on compiling cassette tapes of hip-hop, pop and rhythm and blues, and has provided a launching pad for famous songs like Public Enemy's Fight the Power. In addition to helping the popularity of hip-hop grow, it also serves as a true backdrop for the
Brooklyn late 80s, making the film more authentic overall. Watch director Danny Boyle's film about drug-filled Underground in the UK, features the sounds of iconic musicians such as Iggy Pop and bands such as Primal Scream and New Order. It's a rough and blunt group of songs that matches the
caustic lifestyles of heroin addicts like a gloveman, and has long been famous for audiences and critics, as among the best ever composed. Watch it While some of the songs performed on the Once soundtrack by songwriters and co-stars Glen Hansard and Marketa Irglov were written explicitly for the
film, most were already recorded by a couple on an album called The Swell Season. The duo's subtle and moving, vocal folk helped propel the struggling musician's film to international acclaim, as well as develop their own careers as independent artists. Watch it Actor/director Zach Braff made huge
waves in the music world with his choice of songs on the classic indie film Garden State, helping send now legendary indie actors like Iron and Wine and The Shins to huge new heights. Watch it produced by contemporary hip-hop icon Kendrick Lamar, the soundtrack to Marvel's fantastic Black Panther
combined perfectly with the film, much of which took place in the fictional hypermodern nation of Vakana. Performances by top label Lamar Dawg Entertainment, such as SZA and Schoolboy Q, prefer modern beat music and help further attract viewers inside the action on screen. Watch it softly sung
ballads from folk legends Simon and Garfunkel accompany the sticky conflicts that appear throughout the Graduate. Complex and haunting songs like The Sound of Silence appear many times throughout the film, helping to drive the plot - and perspective - to new and interesting places. Watch it While
the gorgeous acoustic covers of David Bowie's classics sang in Wes Anderson's Life Aquatic was performed by guitarist Seu George specifically for the film, joining numerous hits from Bowie and artists such as The Stooges and The Zombies. It's a group of songs with a unique and interesting outdoor
aesthetic, a reworked bit of modernity that connects well with Anderson's heavily curated visuals. We could choose any number of Anderson films for this - his love for The Kinks helped make the band cool for a whole new generation - but this one really hits home. Watch the classic comedy The Blues
Brothers relies heavily on an abundant soundtrack full of vintage blues, jazz and R&amp;A. B songs reimagined according to the adopted personalities of the two main characters and their band. It's a high-energy compilation with deep grooves and a big horn of accompaniment that gives the film an
extremely fun feel. Watch in it epic classical pieces from composers such as Johann Strauss II and Aram Khachathurian provide epic and creepy musical backdrops in Stanley Kubrick's iconic sci-fi classic, giving beautiful, revolutionary effects and chamber work a deep sense of mystery. Watch it directed
by Edgar Wright's musical heist film Baby Driver choreographing entire fight scenes to the classic tunes of The Beach Boys, T. Rex and others, with subtle on-screen references to each track bringing an extra dimension to the drama. With sounds coordinated to perfection by a team led by two-time Emmy
nominee Julian Slater (Mad Max: Fury Road), the film combines music, choreography and action in an incredibly vivid and unique way, easily ranking the soundtrack among the most interesting of all time. Look at this
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